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7 APPENIDICES 
Appendix A: Overview of COACS Operations 
In COACS, some nodes cache previously requested items, 
while another set of nodes index the queries along with the 
addresses of the caching nodes. As a result, there are two 
types of nodes in the context of COACS, caching nodes and 
query directories, although any of these two nodes can be a 
requesting node (RN, node that requests data items). Cach-
ing nodes (CNs) are nodes that store the cached items, and 
Query Directories (QDs) cache the queries along with the 
addresses of CN that host the answers of the queries. QDs 
are elected based on an algorithm that incorporates compu-
ting a score that incorporates the capabilities of the node, 
basically, the uptime, memory, battery, and bandwidth. At 
any time, where a QD goes offline, or the QD’s score falls 
below a threshold, it gets reassigned. 
In order for a node to request an item it scans QDs sequen-
tially from nearest to farthest rather than the whole set of 
CNs, as the number of QDs in a network is much less than 
the number of CNs. When a query is found on a QD, the QD 
forwards the request to the CN that stores the item corres-
ponding to the query. If all QDs are traversed, and the item 
was not found, there will be a cache miss. At this point, the 
last QD will request the data item from the server, and send 
it to the requesting node. The requesting node changes role 
to be a caching node (if it had not already been), while the 
nearest QD stores the query and the address of the CN.  
It is worth noting, that in order to save on the traffic, the QDs 
store with each query its hash, and the CN indexes the items 
by the query hash, so that an RN requests an item using the 
hash rather than the actual request. In case there was a miss, 
the QD can then request the item from the data source as 
was suggested before. COACS acknowledges that QDs and 
CN have memory limitations and uses least recently used 
(LRU) as a cache replacement mechanism, in case no new 
CNs or QDs can be added. Moreover, COACS assumes a 
completely cooperative environment, where QDs willingly 
index queries as much as their memory allows. However, to 
motivate cooperation in the MANET, one can integrate a 
scheme that provides incentives for nodes to participate in a 
caching architecture, as in the case of [48], where a broker-
based architecture was employed to provide incentives to 
nodes for replication and caching. 

Appendix B: TTL adaptation  
We describe the update or request process as a discrete ran-
dom process: U[n]=U[n-1]+IUI, where IUI represents the 
inter-update (request) interval that is drawn from the expo-
nential random variables described above, and U[n] is the 
time of the nth update at the server. After several polls and 
averaging the means of the estimated inter-update (request) 
Intervals using running averages, the TTL value will have 
the same mean as the inverse of the update (request) rate. 
This can be proved by considering the running average: 
IUI=(1-α)×IUI+α×IUImeas, such that α is between 0.1 and 0.2, 
and IUImeas has the same mean over steady periods, and as-
suming the initial value of IUI is IUIini. For simplicity we let 
β=1-α, such that the above equation translates to 

IUI=β×IUI+(1-β)×IUImeas. After introducing the mean opera-
tor on both sides we have E(IUI)=β×E(IUI)+(1-β)×E(IUImeas). 
Since the measured IUIs have the same mean, we get 
E(IUI)=β×E(IUI)+(1-β)×1/λu. After n runs of this equation we 
have E(IUI)= βn×IUIini+(1-βn)×1/λu. In fact, by setting β=1-α = 
0.875, and after 10 iterations, the estimated mean of the inter-
update interval will approach that of the update process on 
the server, and the effect of the initial value will be dimi-
nished. Similarly, we get the same result when estimating 
the request rate for the data items. 

Appendix C: Time Response Gain 
The analyzed response time is the average delay per data 
request. In the poll every time scheme, the data item is vali-
dated from the server each time it is requested. Then the 
response time estimated between the request and the answer 
is TRTT =Tout+Tin(2HC+HD). However in DCIM, the requested 
data item may have expired. If we assume that DCIM runs 
in full hit ratio mode, then all items are prefetched if neces-
sary from the server, and thus all requests incur the same 
delay, except those that arrive while the item is being up-
dated. This latter scenario represents the worst case as it in-
curs the same delay as the poll every time scheme. However, 
if the item is not expired, the query’s answer is returned 
from within the MANET, where the response time is TMAN = 
Tin(2HR+HD). The latter delay is considerably smaller than 
the former one, but it is much more probable as will be 
shown later. To compute the average response time, we 
need to get the probability of each scenario. In fact, the first 
scenario of DCIM, i.e., the expired items scenario, occurs 
when the item is requested while it is being validated. This is 
equivalent to one request occurring in the update interval 
which was estimated above as TRTT =Tout+Tin(2HC+HD), and 
no updates in the last TTL interval (i.e., the request occurred 
while the item is being validated after its TTL expired). For a 
Poisson process, the above probability is simply 

TTLT
RTTUSC

URTTU eeTP ×−×− ×××= λλλ1 . However since 
we showed that on average TTL=1/λU, then 
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RTTUSC eTP λλ . It follows that the re-

sponse time gain is: GT = TRTT –PSC1×TRTT −(1−PSC1)×TMAN. 

Appendix D: Bandwidth Gain 
We start by analyzing the poll every time scheme. If the item 
has changed on the server, the item must be fetched from the 
server, and the traffic is Bpo=SR(HD+HC)+SDHC+SRHR, where 
SD is the size of the data packet. If the item is still valid, it is 
not fetched and the traffic is Bpi=SR(HD+2HC), where SR is the 
size of the request. The probability in this scenario is equiva-
lent to that of no updates during the request interval, which 

is RU T
poll eP ×−= λ . The average traffic per request is then 

Ppoll×Bpi+(1-Ppoll)×Bpo. In the piggybacking interval Tpigg the 
probability of a single item getting requested k times is 
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quest rate λRi, the total number of requests is 

( )∑ =
×=

N

i piggRitot TR
1
λ . Then, the total bandwidth con-

sumption by poll every time in a single piggybacking inter-
val is Bpoll= Rtot×(Ppoll×Bpi+(1-Ppoll)×Bpo ). 
For DCIM, we present the average traffic in the piggyback-
ing interval, then normalize the results for the poll every 
time scheme to compare to. We assume that this interval 
encompasses M polling intervals such that Tpigg=M×Tpoll, and 
that there are N total data items in the network. At the end of 
the polling interval, K out of N items are expired and must 
be validated at the server. Validating all expired items re-
gardless of the request rate is merely a simplification for the 
analysis, and as mentioned before, this corresponds to the 
worst case scenario of DCIM. At the server, l items might 
have changed and the rest did not. The first part of the traffic 
is for the changed items and is denoted by 
Bpollc=l×(SDHC+SRHR), while the second is for items that did 
not change Bpollnc=(K-l)×SRHC, where K and l will be deter-
mined later throughout this analysis, in addition to the re-
quest traffic: BRpoll=K×SRHC. At the end of the piggyback in-
terval all items need to be validated if at least one is expired. 
In such a case, m items might have changed on the server, 
and need to be prefetched at a total traffic of Bpiggc= m×SD HC. 
Also, the traffic induced from non-updated items is Bpiggnc= 
(N-m)×SR HC, where the request traffic is: BRpigg=N×SRHC . In a 
polling interval, the average number of items to be validated 
depends on the number of items whose TTL expired in that 
interval. This is equivalent to items that did not get updated 
during the last TTL interval, which averages to 1/λu minus 
the duration of the last poll interval. The probability of a 
single item having its TTL expire in the last poll interval is 
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items are assumed to have the same update rate for simplici-
ty. Then, the average number of items to validate in a single 
polling interval is 
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1 . At the 

server side, out of the K items, there are l items that might 
have changed. An expired item changes at the server if it is 
updated in the last polling interval at least once, which hap-

pens with a probability of 
( )pollUU T

c eep −×−− −+= λλ /111 . 
Hence, the average number of the changed items is 
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ever, at the piggybacking interval, all the items have to be 
validated, and similar to above, the average number of items 
to be updated is 
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( )piggUU T
g eep −×−− −+= λλ /111 . As a result the bandwidth 

gain is stated as GB=Rtot×(Ppoll×Bpi+(1−Ppoll)×Bpo)−M×(BRpoll 
+Bpollnc+Bpollc)−BRpigg−Bpiggnc−Bpiggc. 


